ANDROMEDA HOLEYBELT 20
What is Rubber Holeybelt 20
Rubber Holeybelt 20 is a heavy duty, strong, rubber/canvas sheet with a textured skid resistance surface
processed from disused conveyor belt. It has 20mm holes punched across the width and length of the belt
at 45mm centres. The thickness can range from 4mm to 12mm. Holeybelt is a reused industrial product
which helps to minimise environmental impact in land fill sites.
What it does:
Holeybelt 20 provides a permanent skid resistant surface as well as allowing water to pass through. This
means that the surface of the belt is less slippery and with aeration the floor gets the opportunity to dry
out. Used at work stations it can reduce stress where long standing is required and in walkways the native
grass can grow through the mat to give an all-weather access.

Ute Matting
Rubber Holeybelt 20 is the ideal protective layer for the
back of your utility, truck or horse float. Its strength and
slip resistant properties make it the perfect addition to
your work vehicle.

Dividers – Horse Floats
Holeybelt 20 recently has been used as horse float dividers
to stop horses inflicting injury. It promotes air movement
and reduce weight on the partition bars.

Cricket Net Protection
Holeybelt protects chain netting from impact
by cricket balls, also saves the wear and tear
on the balls. It promotes airflow to help
reduce temperature on hot days.
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Show Matting
Holeybelt is a safe and
convenient way to present stud
stock at shows. Helps reduce
cleaning and maintenance of the
cattle before judging. Supplied in
any length and up to 1600mm
wide its easily rolled up and
stored for the next show.

Stable Matting
Holeybelt 20 is ideal floor covering on top of
concrete or hard floor stables. It protects the
hoofs when horses continually paw at the
floor. Secondly it allows for liquids to move to
lower surface and drain away. It also reduces
the amount of bedding that would normally
be required, which is a cost saving.

Beach Access
Holeybelt 20 can be used for pedestrian or
light vehicle access onto beaches or sandy
areas. Ideal for running to the water’s edge
in order to launch boats. Great to use
when surf carnivals are on for lifeguards
and medical staff to access the beach.

Erosion Control
Holeybelt 20 in conjunction with Envirobelt
40 is ideal to use on roadways into
properties where some erosion control
measures are required. Once pinned down
and secure, it allows native grasses to
grow through and form a permanent road
base for all weather access.
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